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Abstract. Our goal is twofold: 1) we want to mine the only statistically valid
2-itemsets out of a boolean datatable, 2) on this basis, we want to build the only
higher-order non-redundant itemsets compared to their sub-itemsets. For the first
task we have designed a randomization test (Tournebool) respectful of the structure
of the data variables and independant from the specific distributions of the data.
In our test set (959 texts and 8477 terms), this leads to a reduction from 126, 000
2-itemsets to 13, 000 significant ones, at the 99% confidence interval. For the second
task, we have devised a hierarchical stepwise procedure (MIDOVA) for evaluating
the residual amount of variation devoted to higher-order itemsets, yielding new
possible positive or negative high-order relations. On our example, this leads to
counts of 7,712 for 2-itemsets to 3 for 6-itemsets, and no higher-order ones, in a
computationally efficient way.
Keywords: Text Mining, Randomization Tests, Significant Itemsets, Statistical
Interaction, Multiple Comparison.
1 Introduction : setting the problem
In a knowledge discovery task, knowledge nuggets are brought to light in the
shape of itemsets, i.e. ”interesting” conjunctions of boolean variables from
which association rules may be derived. Presently, more than fifty differ-
ent measures are used for trying to establish the quality of association rules
[10]. The difficulty to use them comes from the diversity of their own (or
common) semantics [12], but also from the uncertainty about their statisti-
cal robustness [14]. Two reasons behind these difficulties: 1) the concept of
independance is simple to understand for 2 variables, but is not so obvious
beyond [3]; the concept of dependance is still worse, as many definitions are
available... 2) one catches easily the concept of interaction for 2 variables
faced to a third one, but the extension to three and more is nothing but
evident [15]. A k-itemset expresses an imprecise notion of relation between
k variables, and it may refer implicitly to the first viewpoint or the second.
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This is why we have developped two distinct inspiration lines for this unique
reality. Moreover, combinatorial explosion is a recurrent issue for the item-
sets extraction algorithms in this domain. We have developed two ideas for
tackling the overall difficulty:
Idea 1: Given a text collection, two frequent words are much more likely
to occur altogether in a text than two infrequent ones. Simulating random
variants of the presence/absence data, it is thus possible to evaluate whether
or not the support of any itemset is too small (or too large, in the case
of rare itemsets) to be fortuitous. Our TourneBool method determines a
context-dependant confidence interval for the support of each 2-itemset, thus
selecting the only statistically validated ones.
Idea 2: A, B, C being three words in a text collection, if A and B often
occur simultaneously in the same texts, the number of texts with A and C
together does not differ much from the one with B and C together. For each
itemset, our Midova method yields 1) the variation share left to the support
of its super-itemsets (Midova residue index ), 2) the deviation between its
support and the expected median support, given its sub-itemsets (Midova
gain index ).
Hence our operating sequence: Given a set of objects characterized by a set
of boolean features, our goal is to mine the only informative k-associations
between features (k-itemsets):
• selecting the only statistically valid 2-itemsets, those ”too (in)frequent”
to be hazardous (TourneBool method),
• for k = 2, 3, 4, ... selecting the only k-itemsets highlighted by an appre-
ciable support variation left by their sub-itemsets (Midova method).
2 Statistical validation of 2-itemsets connections
TourneBool method:
• belongs to the class of randomization tests [13],
• validates the significant 2-itemsets with a ”cascade-permutation” method
[6,8].
The principle is to generate a randomized version of the initial datatable,
under the constraint of keeping the same margins (row and column sums) as
the original datatable (see figure 1). We have shown in [5] that this constraint
was mandatory to distinguish structural effects (associations due to the sole
effect of margins of the datatable) from meaningful ones.
This process is repeated at least a hundred times. For each 2-itemset in
the initial data, the distribution of its support in the randomized tables is
computed. The initial value is compared to the 2.5% head and 2.5% tail
values of the distribution (in case of 95% confidence choice): if it falls outside
this interval, the relation is declared significant, positively or negatively.
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Fig. 1. Example of a cascade exchange (C, squares), and a rectangular exchange
(S, circles).
TourneBool algorithm: Let M a boolean matrix (n, p), with n objects in rows
and p variables in columns.
Main : TourneBool
• 1. generate q randomized versions of M
• 2. for each column pair (i, j)
– determine the lower and upper bound of the support’s confidence interval after the list
of the support values in the randomized matrices.
– 3 cases:
∗ if the original itemset support in M stays in between this interval, it is declared
unsignificant and is thus eliminated,
∗ if it is lesser than the lower bound, it is declared significantly rare, and is thus
kept on,
∗ if it is greater than the upper bound, it is declared significantly frequent, and is
thus kept on.
Building q randomized versions of M:
• choose a number r of rectangular exchanges to execute
• 1. copy M to Mc
• 2. repeat q times :
– 2.1 repeat r times :
∗ choose at random with replacement a row pair and a column pair
∗ if the zeros and ones alternate at the corners of this rectangle in Mc, then modify
Mc moving each value into its complement to 1, else do nothing.
– 2.2 store Mc
Building the confidence interval, at risk alpha, of an itemset (i, j) of M:
• 1. for each randomized version of M compute the support of the itemset (i, j) (dot product
of the two columns) Store all the supports in a list.
• 2. sort the list in ascending order. The lower bound is the list element with rank q∗alpha/2,
and the lower bound the one with q ∗ (1 − alpha)/2 rank.
3 MIDOVA algorithm and indices
Midova : Given three yet determined itemsets A, B, C, the MIDOVA method
[7] looks for the variation interval of the ABC itemset support, in the frame-
work of fixed support constraints for its sub-itemsets AB, AC, BC. Counts
are established considering elementary unitary swaps (A → nonA, nonA →
A, B → nonB, ...)
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Midova indices for a k-itemset M : Combinatorial considerations developped
in [8] show that:
• the gain index g is a function of the support s of the k-itemset M , of
its length k, and of the center c of the support variation interval, whose
lower an upper bounds are respectively sl and su :
g = 2k−1(s − c) where
– c = (sl + su)/2
– sl = s − min(”odd” zones) ; see figure 2
– su = s + min(”even” zones)
• the residue index r is a function of k, s, sl, su:
r = 2k−1min(|s − sl|, |s − su|)
where g and r are expressed with the same units as the support s, i.e as
a number of objects. A reasonable choice for the significance threshold
of r seems r ≥ 2. It is worth to notice that Midova parametered with
the s ≤ t, t being a given positive threshold, and r ≥ 2, amounts to the
A-priori algorithm [1,2], intrinsically devoted to frequent itemsets.
Fig. 2. Distribution of 60 subjects over 3 boolean features.
The choice of s ≤ 0 yields infrequent itemsets, i.e. pairs, triplets, etc.
of ”opposite” variables, less encountered than expected at random. These
interesting negative relations are generally not considered in the knowledge
extraction literature.
Midova algorithm
• 0) Initializing: A threshold value is chosen as the measure of a negligible gap, expressed as
a number of objects (0, 1, 2, ...)
• 1) Level 1 (1-itemsets, i.e. boolean variables): the support s of each itemset is somewhere
between 0 and N . Compute:
– the difference to the ”neutral center” N/2 of this interval,
– the variation share left to the supports of its super-itemsets (i.e. 2-itemsets), which
writes s if s > N/2, else N − s,
then the 1-itemsets for which this share is negligible (s ≤ e) or almost equal to N (s ≥ N−e)
have exhausted their variation potential, and are therefore eliminated in the sequel of the
process.
• 2) Level k;
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– For each k-itemset Mk issued from the candidate itemsets of lower order k − 1, the
support s of Mk is stored, and its variation interval [sl ; su] is computed, as well as
the difference with the center of this interval, and the variation share left to the super-
itemsets of higher order: this amount is the Midova residue (i.e. the difference with
the closest interval limit sl or su). If this amount is negligible, the current itemset is
considered to have exhausted its variability potential, and is thus eliminated from the
list of combinable itemsets at the next k + 1 stage.
– While k-itemsets stay uneliminated: increment k and return to 2).
4 Application to a real text database:
4.1 Presentation of our ”Geotechnics” database
Fig. 3. Distribution of the abstracts and words in the corpus
Our test set of 959 scientific paper abstracts is drawn from the CNRS/INIST
Pascal bibliographic database: papers published in 2003, in english, in the
field of Geotechnics. We have applied to this corpus a rough NLP procedure,
giving rise to 8477 lemmatized words distributed over the sole noun, verb,
adjective categories, and eliminated syntactic particles.
In the left part of the figure 3, the word distribution in the abstracts
appears to be approximately binomial, with a central value of about 50 words
per text. The right part shows the very unequal, Zipfian, distribution of word
counts in the corpus, as usual in language statistics.
4.2 Overall results on our ”Geotechnics” texts set
With TourneBool (alpha-risk=0.01) and Midova (residue r ≥ 5), all the item-
sets are extracted, whatever their support (s ≥ 0). Starting from the 8477
variables (words), it yields :
• step 1, Midova: given 8477 itemsets, 1707 are kept (with r ≥ 5) for composing 2-itemsets.
• step 2, TourneBool: given 1,456,071 2-itemsets, 7712 significant ones are kept with 0.01.
alpha risk.
• step 3, Midova: 5046 2-itemsets are kept on (with r ≥ 5) for setting up 3-itemsets
• step 4, Midova: starting from 4160 3-itemsets, 2214 are kept on (with r ≥ 5) for setting up
4-itemsets
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Fig. 4. Comparison TourneBool+Midova vs. A-priori (1)
• step 5, Midova: starting from 1123 4-itemsets, 881 are kept on (with r ≥ 5) for setting up
5-itemsets
• step 6, Midova: starting from 207 5-itemsets,43 are kept on (with r ≥ 5) for setting up
6-itemsets
• step 7, Midova: starting from 3 6-itemsets, 1 is kept on (with r ≥ 5) for setting up 7-itemsets
• step 8 : no 7-itemset is set up and the algorithm stops.
The process is represented in the figure 4 in full lines, and in figure 5 by
black bars, which show that our process clearly outperforms A-priori method
by the number and length of itemsets criteria.
Fig. 5. Comparison TourneBool+Midova vs. A-priori (2)
4.3 Interpretation of our ”Geotechnics” k-itemsets
We will limit our interpretation trial to the significant 2-itemsets issued from
TourneBool, with extreme Midova-g values. we have selected a few interesting
examples to our domain expert’s eyes:
• 2-itemsets with support lesser than expected, and with strong negative
gain:
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- ’rock’, ’soil’, Mr=-163, support=25
- ’site’, ’theory’, Mr=-81, support=3
• 2-itemsets with support greater than expected, and with strong positive
gain:
- ’pore’, ’pressure’, Mr=51, support=68
- ’conductivity’, ’hydraulic’, Mr=17, support=21
- ’ash’, ’fly’, Mr=9, support=9
• 4-itemsets with strong positive gain:
- ’model’, ’modelling’, ’finite’, ’numerical’, Mr=28, support=10
• Words contributing to significantly frequent 2-itemsets with ’site’ (with
Mr ≥ 4): ’amplification’, ’amplify’, ’ground-motion’, ’near-surface’, ’record-
ing’, ’SEC’, ’Shear-wave’, ’spectral’, ’spectrum’, ’S-wave’, ’unconsolidated’.
The expert has admitted that these associated terms evoke the concept
of seism.
5 Conclusion
Computer efficiency: Implemented as sparse matrices processing, out of any
particular optimization effort, the CPU efficiency seems promising: less than
15 minutes on a standard 2.2 GHz PC for the 200 simulations part of a
TourneBool run, on our 1000 X 8500 Geotechnics data; a few minutes for
Midova.
• Compared to A-priori, the TourneBool-Midova sequence has reduced the
number of ”interesting” k-itemsets from 126, 200 to 13, 200, i.e. about
two orders of magnitude.
• TourneBool has divided the overall width of the k-itemsets pyramid by
3.6, at the type-1 error risk of 0.01 (see figure 5).
• Midova has reduced the overall height of the k-itemsets pyramid from
k = 8 to k = 6 (with r ≥ 5).
Advantages and limits: Our TourneBool algorithm allows one to build a sta-
tistical test well-adapted to data mining (many variables, data-flows...):
• it works for small amounts of variables as well as big ones; doing so, it
tackles the ”multiple comparison” problem [11],
• it fits to any probability distribution, with no need to explicitly specify
this distribution [9] (”distribution-free” property).
Our choice for the central value of the gain is not yet ascertained, thus strong
conclusions can be drawn for the only extreme positive or negative values of
the gain. Negative interactions are tricky to interpret and merit further
investigations.
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